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The 15th International Conference on B-Physics at Frontier Machines (Beauty 2014) will take
place between 14th -18th July 2014 at the University of Edinburgh, UK.
The purpose of the conference is to review results in the field of B-physics and CP-violation,
as well as to explore the physics potential of existing and upcoming B-physics experiments at
frontier machines. We will have an exciting mixture of talks from theory/phenomenology
and experimental results on many interesting topics, including CP violation, rare decays,
spectroscopy and production of heavy flavoured B and charmed hadrons. The conference will
start at 9 am on Monday 14th July and finish at lunch time on Friday 18th July.
Registration and Accomodation are now open.
Please go to the conference webpage http://www.ph.ed.ac.uk/beauty2014 where instructions
for how to register for the conference and accommodation are provided.
The registration fee of £300 includes the event, daytime catering, conference dinner and
social programme. Any additional tickets required by accompanying persons for the social
programme including the conference dinner can be purchased by selecting "Full Delegate
plus accompanying guest" for £400.
There are a limited number of PhD student places available at £150. These will be given first
to students with an accepted poster, so please contact us first, if you are a PhD student.
Accommodation is available with Edinburgh First at Pollock Halls, a short 20 minute walk
from the conference venue. The accommodation is used as a student residence during term
time, and is maintained to a high standard. The prices are as follows:
• Single ensuite room in Holland House at £40 per night
• Double ensuite room in Masson House at £57 per night (single occupancy) or £72
(double occupancy)
• Double ensuite room in Salisbury Green Hotel at £79 per night (single occupancy) or
£94 (double occupancy)
Please carefully select which dates you require accommodation for, and what category of
accommodation you require. We have a number of rooms booked in the 3 different
categories, and they will be filled on a first come first served basis.
Please indicate any dietary requirements or other assistance you may require at registration
stage and indicate which excursion you wish to go on - the Forth Bridges bus and boat tour,
or Edinburgh Castle and walking tour.
If there are problems with registering, please contact beauty2014@ph.ed.ac.uk
We look forward to seeing you in Edinburgh in July.
Franz Muheim, for the local organising committee

